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I. Decomposing the entrance surface of the crystal into 
a superposition of point sources, it is possible to 
calculate exactly the X-Ray or neutron integrated power 
for a rectangular crystal. This allows a comparison 
with approximate treatments, and modification of those 
is proposed. It is also possible to compare the results 
with the mode 1 of N. Ka to. The case of perfect crysta 1 s 
will also be discussed. · 
II. Variation of Gamma ray intensities in KDP and RbDP 
with temperature, around the ferroelectric transition, 
has shown the possibility of reproducing data assuming 
a mosaic spread of the form: a+ b/(T-T ). 
A thermodynamic mode 1, of Landau's type<; a 11 o~Js one to 
prove that the ratio a/b is correct physically, and this 
opens new types of application. 

III. In polarized neutron experiments, when the Bragg 
vector is not perpendicular to magnetization, one has to 
consider the scattering process where spin is reversed. 
We propose an exact matrix solution, and an approximate 
expression for correcting for this effect. Applications 
will be presented. 

I LS-04 THE SATELLITE POSITIONS IN T}1::E BRll.GG 
CASE. By I.R. Entin and K.P.Assur, 

Institute of Solid State Physics, USSR Acade
my of Sciences, 142432, Chernogolovka, Moscow 
district, USSR. 
The kinematic expression for an angle between 
satellites occuring in the vicinity of the 
diffraction reflex Hwhen exciting in the 
crystal an ultrasonic wave with a wave vector 

K !IH is !:o.k=K jkcoseB (l), k-the wave number s s ' 
of the incident radiation. In the Bragg case 
when Ks is sufficiently small the satellites 
should have occured within the total reflec
tion region which is obviously devoid of any 
physical sense. The limitation of the kinema
tic approach to the problem was remarked by 
Hapachev et al. (Kristallografiya 24, 430, 
1979). Dynamical consideration consists in 
constructing a dispersion surface for a crys
tal with superlattice (I.R.Entin. Sov.Phys. 
JETP 2Q 9 110, 1979)o The self-intersections 
of' the disuersion surface correspond to the 
centres of~the satellites. The satellite 
width is determined by the width of the gap 
appearing with lifting of the degeneracy (Fig. 
la)Q At a small sound amplitude we have 
t:,. fi 2 +a ~) 1 /2 (2) instead Of (1), ~D a ~ , 
the width of the total reflection region. 
Deviations from the kinematic formul:s: are con
nected with the fact that in t;he vicinity of 
Bragg reflection the effective refractive in= 
de:x: is a function of the angle of incidence. 
Authier .~technique \Was used in 

"' On the ~~ocking cnLl'Ve 

((220) Si, AgKoLl' Fig.2a-without sound, Fig. 
2b - longitudinal vibrations with the frequen
cy v =166,4 lllliz) the satellites are positioned 
on the edges of the Bragg peak ( 11-::::: 2") while 
b.k-::::::0,2". When CJ.k<<t:J.

0
, it follows from 

(2) that t:,. "=' 1J. in accordance with the experi-
o - -mental result. When K .l H dynamical considera-s 

tion leads to the same D. expression as the 
kinematic consideration does, however satel-
lites occur only with Ks / "[-l, "[- the extin
ction length. The width of the satellites 
(Fig.3, (44-0)Si, AgK~1 , transverse vibrati-
ons, .Y =209,3 MHz) is essentiallY. smaller.than 
the width of the principal reflexi.on am is deterrru.ned 
by the vibration amplitude. 
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11.8-05 EXPERU1ENTAL DETERHINATION OF EXTINCTION IN 
BERYLLIUN. By P. Suortti, Department of Physics, Uni
versity of Helsinki, Siltavuorenpenger 20 D, Helsinki 17 
Finland. 

The theory of extinction is formulated in terms of di
rectly observable quantities. The intensity coupling 
between the direct beam and the diffracted beam is cal
led secondary extinction, and this effect is recovered 
from the reduction of the intensity of the direct beam 
when diffraction takes place. The reduction of the re
flectivity per unit path length, o, due to the coupling 
of the amplitudes of the direct wave and the diffracted 
wave is called primary extinction. This depends on the 
correlation distance T of the crystal planes, when T is 
measured in units of the extinction length, (J,./V)CreF, 
where ),. is the X-ray wavelength, re~e2 /mc2 the electron 
scattering length, C the polarization factor (l or cos28) 
and F the structure factor of a unit cell of volume V. 
At small enough values of T the primary extinction fac
tor y~cr/o(kinematical)~e~~{-(T/2) 2 }, and T can be deter
mined by va17ing one of the factors A, C or F and meas
uring the corresponding cr. 

The measurements were made on a slab of be single crys
tal in the Synhlletrical Laue geometry with )(-rays polar
ized by a rlorrmann-polarizer .. The requirements of negli~ 
gible divergence and wavelength dispersion could be real
ized only for the case c~l, and in the case c~cos28 the 
correction for secondary extinction was found through an 
iterative procedure involving the assumption that y is a 
constant over the profile. Reflections (10·0), (00·2) 
and (lQ .. 1) were measured at many points over the crystal 
face, and a (kinematical) for each reflection i.cJas found 
by an extrapolation to -r=O~ The resulting values of the 
structure factors F(lO·O)~l.86±0.02, F(00·2)~3.30±0.05 
and F(lO~ 1)::;20 72±0~04 indicate large anisotropy of the 
electron distribu~ion of the Be atom in solid. 


